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 NEW HAMPSHIRE PASSENGER TRAMWAY SAFETY 
BOARD MEETING MINUTES  

March 5, 2024 
 

Gunstock Ski Area, Gilford 

 
DRAFT 

 
Attendees: 
 
 Board Members:  Mark Petrozzi, Chair 
     Kris Blomback 
     Steve Howell  
     Stanley Judge 
 
 NH DOS:   Briggs Lockwood  Chief Inspector 
     Nancy Ettelson  Inspector 
     Scot Woolfenden  Inspector 
     Roxie Beall   Administrative Support, SFMO 
      
           
                

Industry:  J. Scott Davis   Guest 
   Alan Wickstrom   Loon Mountain 
   Brian Norton   Loon Mountain 
 
   
 

Mark Petrozzi        Stanley Judge         Kris Blomback                    Steve Howell 
Chairman                                  Member                                         Member    Member 
Term exp.  6/20/24                 Term exp. 6/20/27                          Term exp. 6/20/26                                              Term exp. 6/20/25 
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I. Call to Order: 
 

Chair Petrozzi called the meeting to order at 10:02 am. Quorum present. 
 

 
II. Reading and Approval of Minutes: 

 
Chair Petrozzi called for the reading and approval of the minutes from the last 
meeting January 8, 2024.  

 
Motion made by Steve Howell to read and accept the minutes. 
Seconded by Kris Blomback 

 
Discussion: Scot Woolfenden - Pg 2 bottom, Mike Manly of P.O.M.A., should be 
Poma. 
 
Chair Petrozzi points out that bullwheel should be one word, not two (eg. bull 
wheel).  
 
Chair Petrozzi p. 3, some discussion about bullwheel retention versus tension 
sheaves, one line “Briggs Lockwood advised there is room for discussion”. Was 
there further discussion or thought on this one that should have been 
documented in the minutes?  
 
Briggs Lockwood explained that the engineer was describing those sheaves as 
counterweight sheaves. Definition from B77 2017 standard explains that if 
sheave turns when haul rope turns, it is not a tension sheave, it’s a bullwheel. 
 
Scot Woolfenden said that was in reference to bullwheel retention. There’s no 
retention for the way they were designed but that will have to be done.  
 
Ross’s take was they did not need retention because they were not being 
replaced and not considered bullwheels.  
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Briggs Lockwood agrees that if not modifying that lift, they don’t need to do it.  
 
Stan Judge read the definition of a bullwheel in B77 2022 standard is the same 
as 2017: a large grooved wheel at a terminal that rotates continuously when the 
haul rope is moving, which differentiates it from the counterweight sheave system 
which does not continuously rotate when the haul rope is moving.  
 
Briggs Lockwood explained that in the case of that particular tram, the sheaves, 
by definition, are bullwheels but they are actually doing the same job as 
counterweight sheaves.  
 
Chair Petrozzi explained that his intention for the comment was to make the 
minutes clear as to the discussion that was had at the last meeting. He asked if 
we should add a line clarifying that there’s no requirement for retention since they 
are not replacing them? 
 
Briggs Lockwood suggested that it was left unclear in the meeting so the 
clarification should not be reflected in the minutes from the last meeting.  
 
Chair Petrozzzi suggested not to adjust last month’s minutes but make a notation 
for this meeting that the discussion was resolved as a result of the fact that 
there’s no plan to replace either bullwheel or tension sheaves.  
 
Nancy Ettelson pointed out that it was in the contract to replace them. 
 
Briggs Lockwood has reviewed old minutes from meetings and found no issues 
with bullwheels. Some older lifts have had bullwheel retention added to them. 
Some discussion in the industry pointed to lifts with the biggest risk to add them, 
but there was never a requirement created. Scot Woolfenden added the 
comment that it was pushed more by insurance companies than anything else. 
 
All in favor of approving minutes as discussed. Unanimous. 
 

III. New Business: 
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A. Loon Mountain Pulse Gondola Informational 
 

Steve Howell, Alan Wickstrom and Brian Norton presenting.  
 
Brian Norton introduced this project by saying it has been 30 years in the making. 
Purpose of presenting today is to give a heads up before it becomes public 
knowledge. Complicated project that starts on Dennis’ Riverwalk land, ends on 
Mark’s South Peak land, and Loon operates it. There’s some top sharing and a 
few parties involved. They want to get an accurate understanding of what needs 
to be done to accomplish this, and make sure they are addressing any questions 
or concerns that arise from it.  
 
Pulse Gondola meant to be used for public transport from Riverwalk Resort to 
South Peak base area or Timber Town base area. There are plans for future 
development there to further justify the need for the transport. When Dennis built 
Phase 2 of hotel, he had a plan for it to fit in over there then he changed the pool 
so plans are needing to be adjusted a little bit. Plans are available that show it in 
closer to final alignment. 
 
Chair Petrozzi asked for confirmation that Loon is going to be exclusively 
operating it. Not like Telluride, quasi-municipal. 
 
Brian Norton responded that it will be similar to how River’s Edge real estate lift 
is. It is not owned by Loon, but Loon operates it. Haven’t worked out who would 
have access and who wouldn’t. We want as many people to ride as possible but 
we want to protect the P & C parking lots of the local businesses, so people 
aren’t parking there to ride the lift.  
 
Dennis and Mark own all the red roofs in the photo. Plenty of hotels within 
walking distance so some ongoing conversation about how to manage access 
and who actually gets access but they won’t know the solution to that right away. 
 
Steve Howell handed out photos of a similar lift at ski jump near White Fase, 
New York. Last page is a recovery concept article out of Doppelmayr magazine. 
Not sure if the lift in the proposal is going to meet all the criteria of the literature. 
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The idea was to come up with a lift that a scenario that would need a rope 
evacuation is unlikely. Still working with Doppelmayr on that so cannot make that 
claim at this point. Drawings on larger table to review.  
 
Chair Petrozzi asked how many cabins there would be. 
 
Steven Howell responded12 cabins. Brian Norton clarified it is a 4/3/8 and initial 
buildout would be 2/3/8, meaning 4 pods, 3 cabins in a pod, 8 person capacity in 
each cabin. 
 
Chair Petrozzi asked for potential number of people over the river simultaneously 
if needed to evacuate. If all loaded in initial capacity, there isn’t much chance of 
being over the river because of the cabins on the end, but in the 4/3/8 capacity, 
there is a higher chance of being over the river.  
 
Briggs Lockwood said he talked to Steve Howell and consulted the B77. With this 
project, the bullwheels are redundant. They have a plan for deropement. Each 
tower could be equipped with rated equipment to do the rigging, even if people 
are on the lift. However, the B77, under “Provisions for Evacuation”, the first 
sentence in 411.10 says “aerial lifts shall be provided with means to evacuate 
passengers from stranded carriers. So B77 is assuming you may have stranded 
passengers who you need to get off the carrier. Have to get over this hurdle by 
having a written plan or may need to ask for an exception to get around this.  
 
Steve Howell says that Doppelmayr claims cabins have never been stranded.  
 
Chair Petrozzi agrees there needs to be a consideration for this as all cabins are 
suspended over the river.  
 
Brian Norton responds that the river is not normally as wide as it shows in the 
photo, and claimed there is a small window of opportunity for a cabin to be 
stranded over the river. It would be potentially maybe 3 cabins at most involved.  
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Briggs Lockwood stated that it is arguably narrow enough to unload the people at 
an angle. Chair Petrozzi agreed a second belay line would work. 
 
Brian Norton explained that they have the cable riding equipment and skillset, but 
currently no way to cableride guests. Chair Petrozzi explained how the second 
belay line would be used.  
 
Steve Howell explains that the span going over river is quite high, towers are 
probably 70 / 80 feet. No towers in the river. 

 
Kris Blomback asked how long it is. It was determined it was around 1400 ft. 
 
Chair Petrozzi asked about timeline. Steve Howell responded the plan was to 
start and finish in 2025. 
 
Briggs Lockwood asked how long is the span. Brian Norton said the river spans 
largest one to avoid the flood plain. Profile showed old terminal location which 
won’t get clearance over the pool there. New alignment has 6 towers, with maybe 
a span of 400-500 ft river span, with about 120 ft of actual river channel, except 
at flood stage. 
 
Discussion of potentially 100 people on it if it is full. 
 
Elevation change not much, around 30 ft.  
Brian Norton said if you walk to drive terminal is almost 30 ft higher where the 
unload would be. Tall concrete mast there to handle future construction. 
 
Nancy Ettelson suggested using a fire truck man lift. 
 
Chair Petrozzi asked what will happen with parking lot. Will it become the base 
area? 
 
Brian Norton responded that in the short term, a river channel that was diverted 
years ago is becoming a challenge at the bottom of Timber Town. Once 
rediverted back into original channel, it will run almost to the bridge. Long term 
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plans include the owner’s tweaking designs to add a couple of buildings for ski 
school, NH Disabled sports and some retail, plus. 
 

 Questions about the walking distance to the quad. It is about 150 yards.  
From unload to Timber Town. Snow load pushes the boundary. 
 
Brian Norton noted that it will eventually run 16 hours per day, most of the year. 
 
Briggs Lockwood explained it will have a conventional fixed grip arrangement, 
and all rope spliced at a certain length and you move these just like any other 
fixed grip. Steve Howell stated they will probably migrate the grips seasonally. 
Not sure how to handle NDTs if only 6 carriers, would have to do 100 % every 
year to get your samples.  
 
Briggs Lockwood agrees and said in the amusement world, they do them all 
every year, mostly. 
 
Scot Woolfenden asked if Loon will be acting as a fiduciary for the owner. Who 
will deal with applications, paperwork for the board? 
 
Brian Norton stated that he does not know how that will be handled. Loon has an 
easement on Timber Town so that may be how this one will work, but he is 
unsure. Dennis may give Loon an easement for the footprint of the lift and the 
towers, that would give Loon permission to sign on behalf of the project. 
 
Chair Petrozzi and Briggs Lockwood agreed that is a point that may need to be 
clarified through legal.  
 
Nancy Ettelson commented they will be doing bullwheel bearings every 3 1/2 
years.  
 
Briggs Lockwood suggested making provisions when they design it. Cited the 
New Jersey variance where there is nothing to rig the lift to get it to the floor. 
 
Chair Petrozzi reminds the Board this was for informational purposes only.  
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B. NH Dept of Safety Ethics Memorandum 

 
Scot Woolfenden announced that Department of Safety issued this Ethics 
Memorandum a couple of weeks ago and should be passed to Board because it 
does apply to appointed Board members. It should be part of official meeting and 
minutes that Board members have been advised of it and have received copies 
of the memorandum.  
 
Chair Petrozzi also mentioned email from Jan 11, 2024, regarding the required 
annual training. Chair reminds all Board members to complete the training. Roxie 
Beall reminds Board that the deadline is toward the end of April. 
 
Nancy Ettelson asked Board members to review new website. Chair Petrozzi 
asked Nancy to send the link to Board members. 

 
 

IV. Old Business: 
 

A. ANSI B.77.1-2022 Standard Review. 
 

This topic had been tabled the last meeting due to time constraints.  

Chair Petrozzi explained he has been working with Marta Modigliani on examples 

of other state boards’ procedures for waivers and variances. This was one of the 

last remaining things for the Board to discuss. While there is a mechanism for a 

variance, exception or exemption for ANSI B.77 but not for the Passenger 

Tramway Rules. He just received provisions from Marta Modigliani , but has not 

had time to review them yet. He would like to draft something for pertinent to 

Tramway Board using legal language from these other documents. He expects 

the draft will end up being two or three sentences that the Board can then vote to 

add to the Passenger Tramway Rules.  
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Chair Petrozzi asked if there is anything else under this topic which needs to be 

discussed.  

 

Briggs Lockwood brought up discussion about the 2022 change that says that 

hot work is not allowed to be done on a lift while it is carrying passengers. Hot 

work definition is anything that makes a spark. He brings up the point that though 

he does not wish to encourage hot work on a lift with passengers, unless it’s the 

best way to get the lift empty. He states he has seen this situation arise in NH 

before. If standard gets passed as is, it will probably be fine, but he is asking the 

Board to consider the possibilities. Chair Petrozzi suggested framing the wording 

as an exception/exemptions for emergencies. Leave in 2022 but point to an 

exception for emergency situations.  

 

Scot Woolfenden pointed out that hot work is included in Annex F1.2 (pg. 173) as 

a preventive measure. He suggested that maybe the Board doesn’t need to do 

anything if not adopting Annex F.  

 

Side discussion ensued about Annex F. Briggs Lockwood points out that new lifts 

built will still have to apply Annex F in the entirety because the Board discussions 

have only been talking about what is grandfathered and what is not. Chair 

Petrozzi thought the Board was just grandfathering Annex F1.5, machine rooms 

located within buildings and structures. Briggs Lockwood recalled that they were 

just going to pick a few things out to degrandfather fire extinguishers and LP 

installations. Everything would be subject to the grandfather clause except those 

few items.  

 

Chair Petrozzi suggested making an emergency provision for hot work. Kris 

Blomback agreed to add an emergency clause. Scot Woolfenden suggested to 

add the few words ‘only in emergency situations’. Stan Judge suggested adding 

the words “by a qualified individual”. This would provide justification for the 

approval of the hot work in an emergency situation. 
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Chair Petrozzi read F.1.2 “hot work activity shall not be performed on an aerial 

ropeways during public operation ‘except in an emergency’. 

Chair Petrozzi asked Nancy Ettelson to add it to the list of changes they are 

making to the language of the rules.  

 

Briggs Lockwood got full copy of 2021 rules to start with to put a draft together. 

Nancy Ettelson will send Chair Petrozzi the electronic draft that Marta Modligliani 

provided to them for review. Chair Petrozzi to provide draft for language for the 

variance and circle back to Marta Modigliani for terms.  

 

Final draft to be ready for final review for next meeting. Chair Petrozzi would like 

to have everything ready to vote on by the June meeting.  

 

Briggs Lockwood to talk to Deputy Director Brian Allard about initiating the 

rulemaking process. That will get an attorney assigned to the process. 

Rulemaking will also include financial impact and fees. Briggs explained they 

wants to bump minimum fees, establishing a new baseline. 

 

Chair Petrozzi asked Kris Blomback to work with Briggs Lockwood with feedback 

from SkiNH on the proposed fee changes/new baseline.  

 

Scot Woolfenden asked for confirmation that the intention is to put the waiver 

clause in Chapter 300. Chair Petrozzi confirmed because Chapter 200 clause 

has nothing to do with safety issues so it would be a waiver clause for PSA 300 

rules. Scot Woolfenden recalled the plan to move something out of the rules. 

Briggs Lockwood agreed the discussion had originally been to move the 7-year 

testing out of the rules and make an amendment so we would have an exception 

for it but decided to put the waiver clause into 300 instead, and feels this is better 

way to solve this.  
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V. Other Business: 

 
Briggs Lockwood noted that Pat’s Peak will be submitting applications soon, and 
also from Cranmore, to update brakes on South lift prior to summer season. 
Granite Gorge will probably be in to change the profile of their lift to take out 
midstation depressed tower and move it further up the mountain. 
 
Briggs Lockwood reported several higher profile lift incidents in the last couple of 
weeks.  
 
One at Gunstock didn’t get media coverage. The Summit lift gagged up. Initiated 
rope evac process, sunny warm day so decided to try to work on it. Able to fix the 
problem and run the lift to get passengers off within an hour and a half. Congrats 
to the operators. Stan Judge questioned nature of the stop. One chair stopped 
rapidly, but anticollision picked it up and other chairs stopped normally.   
 
Loon had a drive, Lincoln express, that went down on vacation week and ran on 
standby all week and things went well. 
 
Tree fell on Tomcat lift at Wildcat a couple of nights ago. The tree got pushed 
into the tower, causing some superficial damage of tower, the brittle bar brackets 
broken and mangled. First chair grip slipped maybe 10 feet.  They contacted wire 
rope guy who found no significant damage. They will straighten the deropement 
guard and discard one grip because the grip tongue is bent. They will put on 
spares. Lift was closed at the time.  
 
Brian Head had a deropement. A detachable quad misloaded a toboggan, and 
deroped a portal tower at speed. They had to do a rope evacuation. The rope 
missed the catcher and went up against the beam. A fast acting lift technicians 
backed up their mountain cam and have a clip of what happened. Kris Blomback 
has a copy of the clip he will share with Board members. 
 
Chair Petrozzi asked about Idaho kid who bounced out of the lift that was on the 
news.  
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Guest Scott Davis mentioned a paraglider that almost hit the summit lift at 
Gunstock about a month ago. 
 
NY fixed grip lift, chairs stacked up on downhill side of the lift. There are some 
photos on news online. Snow Ridge tower is out of alignment from tornado. 
Question arose as to why it ran if it was deroped. The General Manager had full 
page explanation and took responsibility for it. Robling/ Hopkins chairlift with haul 
chairs and grips on it. Some chairs fell to the ground. They stack up and keep 
pulling each other off. 
 
 

VI. Next Meeting Date: 
 

• Tuesday, April 30 @ 10:00 am, Location: Gunstock 
 
VII. Adjournment: 
 

Motion made by Kris Blomback to adjourn the meeting. 
Seconded by Stan Judge. 
All in favor. Meeting adjourned at 11:17 am. 

 
Respectfully submitted by Roxie Beall, Date 3/19/24 




























